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ABSTRACT 
Beginning in 2007/2008 school year, the School District of Reedsburg in Reedsburg, 
Wisconsin, piloted a reading intervention program at Webb Middle School known as 
Read 180 to assist struggling adolescent readers. The program expanded in 2008/2009 to 
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students. Does the program produce positive outcomes? 
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A literature review describing other intervention programs used at the middle school level 
was discussed. The specific programs include: classroom setting adolescent literacy 
interventions, individual adolescent literacy interventions, and small group adolescent 
literacy interventions. These adolescent programs were used to show how Read 180 was 
a variety of each of these programs put together. The students partaking in the evaluation 
were surveyed to determine if the intervention program was successful in improving 
reading attitude. Data from comprehension, fluency, spelling, and lexile scores were 
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analyzed to determine if growth was made in these reading skills. All information 
collected was analyzed to determine if Read 180 was successful and if it should continue 
at Webb Middle School. 
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Definition of Terms 
Base-change Ending. A base-change ending is when the root word or base word is 
changed when an inflection is added to the end. Some examples would be rehearsing, 
stopped, and worried. 
IX 
Consonant Blend. In a consonant blend, two or three consonants are blended together in a 
word. Examples of words with consonant blends are track, straight, and against. 
Decontextualized Skills. Decontextualized skills are skills that do not relate to 
circumstances that take place in text, like the events or plot. 
Inflectional Ending. An inflectional ending is when a root word has an inflection added to 
the end of it. Some examples are painting, flying, crowds, and covers 
Lexile ®. The Lexile Framework® measures a student's reading ability and the difficulty 
of the material read. After completing an SRI, students are given a lexile® score that 
teachers use to match text to their reading ability. Lexile® scores range from below 200 
lexiles (L) for beginning readers and reading material to above 1700L for advanced 
readers and materials (MetaMetrix, 2008). 
Literal Recall. Literal recall is the ability to recall information in its basic sense or form. 
Literacy. Literacy is the ability to read and write. 
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP). A computer based student assessment that is 
designed to measure growth in individual students, schools, and districts. The assessment 
determines understanding in reading and math. 
Phonograms. A phonogram is a symbol representing a sound in a word 
x 
Read 180. Read 180 is a reading intervention program designed to assist students who are 
reading below grade level. Students work with instructional software, high-interest 
books, and small group instruction in reading and writing. 
Reading Comprehension. Reading comprehension is the ability to comprehend what is 
read. 
Scholastic Achievement Manager (SAM). SAM is a computerized learning management 
system that collects and organizes student data while using the Read 180 program. 
Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI). The SRI is a computerized test that assesses 
students' reading comprehension. The assessment allows teachers to place students at the 
right instructional level and view reading growth. 
Wisconsin Knowledge Concepts Examination (WKCE). The WKCE is a Wisconsin based 
test that assesses all students in reading and math in grades three through eight and again 
in grade ten. Because of the No Child Left Behind Act, states are required to test students 
to seek information on the progress of the schools, districts, and states. 
Chapter I: Introduction 
The School District of Reedsburg is located approximately 60 miles northwest of 
Madison, Wisconsin. The current student population is 2569. Reedsburg Schools house six 
elementary buildings, three within town, and three in smaller villages nearby, one high school, 
and one middle school. Two years ago, the administrative team created goals for the school 
district, one being the importance of literacy. After many days of analyzing test results, 
administrators noticed that a significant amount of students were entering middle school with 
basic to minimal results in reading on the Wisconsin Knowledge Concepts Exam (WKCE) and 
performing low in school wide formal and informal literacy assessments. From these results 
came the decision to find a program that would assist struggling readers at the middle school 
level. Such a program would have to increase these readers Lexile® scores and reading skills 
before entering high school. 
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Currently, approximately 580 students are enrolled at the middle school, Webb Middle 
School. Of these students, approximately 10% of them are reading below grade level, according 
to the 200812009 WKCE scores in reading. To meet the needs of these struggling readers, two 
years ago Webb Middle School piloted a reading intervention program produced by Scholastic 
known as Read 180 (2005). After one year, the program showed some positive results and was 
well received by students, staff, and parents. The following year, the school administrators 
decided to expand the program to 6th and i h grade students with reading difficulties. At the same 
time, these administrators asked the reading specialist to evaluate the program to see if these 
adolescents were making gains in reading. Is the program meeting the needs of the students 
today? Are literacy challenges improving in these adolescent readers? Today these 
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administrators are seeking data to support the positive outcomes that were shown in its pilot year 
and to make the decision on the longevity of the Read 180 program. 
Statement of the Problem 
Read 180 is a reading intervention program designed to assist struggling readers. The 
program focuses on individual needs through high-interest literature, instructional software, and 
small group instruction on reading, writing, and vocabulary skills. Many students are entering 
middle school reading below proficiency. Therefore, WEBB Middle School adopted the Read 
180 program to assist with these students. WEBB Middle School administrators have asked for 
an evaluation of the program. The goal of the study is to determine whether the program is 
meeting the needs of the students and if the program should continue. The evaluation will 
examine the use of the software program, and enjoyment of its literature. 
Purpose 
The purpose of the evaluation is to provide data needed to assist classroom teachers, Title 
I staff, and administration on the effects of Read 180. It will also inform parents on the 
importance of reading to improve reading comprehension, fluency, and reading enjoyment in 
adolescents. Along with these purposes, the evaluation will also provide students with adequate 
information about their own reading skills. In the end, the most important reason for collecting 
information on the Read 180 program is to determine if it improves reading skills enough to 
continue with the program 
First, classroom teachers of Title I students and Title I staff need this information to 
determine if the program is meeting the needs of the students. Are these students making 
adequate gains in literacy in the Read 180 program? Since most of the students are entering the 
program reading below their grade level, Title I educators want a program that covers all major 
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aspects of adolescent literacy, comprehension, fluency, and spelling. Classroom teachers want to 
see struggling readers show improvement in their own classrooms because of their time spent in 
Read 180. These are all strong purposes for evaluating it. 
Next, the purpose of this evaluation is to inform middle school parents of their child's 
improvements in comprehension, fluency, and enjoyment in reading. Many parents of struggling 
readers are asking for extra assistance with their child. They are seeing declining interest in 
choosing to read and letter grades dropping on report cards. Information collected from this 
evaluation will allow parents to see improvements not only in Read 180, but other classes as 
well. 
Third, increasing fluency, comprehension, spelling skills, and Lexile® scores in i h grade 
students is a purpose for collecting data from this evaluation. All students of the Read 180 
program are in there to improve one or more of these reading components. Improving these skills 
and their Lexile® scores will also develop independent confident readers in and out of school. 
Finally, the main purpose for evaluating this program is to share the outcomes with the 
middle school administrators as they decide on whether to continue it in the future. Currently, the 
school district is in a budget crunch and is seeking to cut programs that are not meeting adequate 
standards. Evaluating Read 180 will allow administrators to decide if the program is capable of 
improving literacy in its adolescent students and if it should continue and expand in the school 
district. 
Scope 
The object of the evaluation will be to improve fluency, comprehension, Lexile® scores, 
spelling, and confidence in struggling i h grade readers. These Title I students will participate in 
three areas of the Read 180 program, which include a small instructional group, software 
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component, and independent reading. Small group instruction consists of a teacher led group of 
about four or five students. This group focuses on reading strategies, how to use graphic 
organizers with text materials, vocabulary skills, writing, and grammar. Graphic organizers are 
instructional tools that assist students in understanding. They may consist of worksheet activities 
that focus of comparing and contrasting, main idea and details, and sequencing skills. Small 
group takes place five days a week, twenty minutes a day. The software component of the Read 
180 program focuses on fluency, comprehension, word attack skills, and spelling through videos, 
reading passages, drills, and fluency recordings. Like small group, the software component is 
used five days a week, twenty minutes a day. Finally, the i h grade students evaluated will 
participate in independent reading twenty minutes each day. During this time, the students read 
or listen to books on tape that are at their reading level and complete questions and graphic 
organizers that coincide with the book read. 
Key Questions 
To enable the Webb Middle School administrators to make an informed decision on the 
future of Read 180, the evaluation will address the following questions: 
1. To what extent did small group instruction improve comprehension? 
2. To what extent did independent reading build self-esteem and enjoyment for reading? 
3. To what extent did the reading zone in the software program improve comprehension? 
4. To what extent did the word zone in the software program improve fluency? 
5. To what extent did the spelling zone in the software program improve spelling? 
6. To what extent did the Read 180 program improve lexile® levels? 
Design 
The Read 180 Stage B small group lessons, software program, and leveled books were 
used to conduct the evaluation on the i h grade Webb Middle School students during the 
2008/2009 school year. The classroom Title I instructor conducted the program on a daily basis 
and the evaluator collected data at the end of the year. Pre and post measurements of 
performance were used to aid in the gathering of information. 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 
Webb Middle School is located in Reedsburg, Wisconsin and is made up of sixth, 
seventh, and eighth grade students. A few of these students begin their middle school experience 
with reading skills that are below their grade equivalency. These students may face 
comprehension, fluency, vocabulary, or even spelling difficulties. Webb Middle School uses the 
Title I program to assist with these struggling adolescents. Students who are referred by parents 
or teachers, score basic or minimal on the Wisconsin Knowledge Concepts Examination 
(WKCE), or perform at a frustration level on district reading assessments qualify for Title I 
services and receive instruction from a Title I teacher fives days a week. The program that is 
used to assist with these struggling readers is Read 180. 
What is the problem? Why are students entering i h grade social studies class and only 
reading at a 2nd grade level? How did these students get this far? These are all questions a middle 
school teacher may ask. Recently, there has been concern in the United States on the crisis in 
adolescent literacy that begs for immediate solutions (Fisher & Ivey, 2006). The United States 
Department of Education reports that more than 8 million students in grades 4-12 are struggling 
readers (Grigg, Danne, Jin, & Campbell, 2003). According to the 2003 National Assessment of 
Educational Progress (NAEP), 37 percent of fourth graders and 26 percent of eighth graders 
cannot read at the basic level and 48 percent of fourth graders and 58 percent of eighth graders 
will fail to reach proficiency. These issues stem back to elementary education. First, according to 
Ivey and Fisher (2004), many of the students who come to middle and high school as struggling 
readers were assigned, in elementary school, remedial reading programs that were known to 
focus on decontextualized skills, literal recall, and skills worksheets at the expense of purposeful, 
strategic, silent reading experiences. This kind of instruction has been tied to slowing rather than 
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accelerating reading progress. By the time these students enter middle school they are far behind, 
leaving the students' learning to chance. 
Next, student's self-efficacy and motivation are lowered. Students who lack in literacy 
skills have no desire to read in or outside of school. Reading doesn't take place in the horne. 
Reading doesn't take place at school. They know they struggle with reading and therefore shut 
down and avoid all literary experiences school, horne, and community offer them just to make 
sure they are never faced with embarrassment. Some studies have actually found reading 
difficulty to cause behavior problems rather than the other way around (Wigfield & Eccles, 
1994). 
Another reason students are entering our middle schools reading below grade level are 
because of the text materials our teachers and schools have to offer. At the elementary level, 
children are taught to read. By the time they get to be adolescents, they are reading to learn. The 
problem they are facing is that teaching material is too challenging. Struggling readers might 
actually choose to read more if they had access to readable high-interest texts, but secondary 
schools often do not make available the texts that students prefer to read. (Worthy, Moorman, & 
Turner, 1999). Textbooks are written above the struggling readers reading level. Teachers assign 
books that are too hard to read and comprehend. Even writing assignments are given with very 
little instruction or guidelines. 
Finally, students entering middle school do not seem to be getting the extra support 
needed to meet their struggling literacy needs. Elementary schools are good at supplying 
intervention programs for these students. Three to four times a week students are pulled for Title 
I services or grouped according to their ability in a classroom setting. Once they enter middle 
school, the structure of school changes and so does the pull out format for struggling readers. 
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Finding the right intervention program for these students is important, not only to the school, but 
the teachers, parents, and most importantly, the students. 
Currently, WEBB Middle School has implemented a reading intervention program 
designed by Scholastic called Read 180. The program consists of a ninety-minute class period 
with 30 minutes of whole group instruction split before and after 20 minutes of small group 
rotations. The rotations consist of small group instruction lead by a teacher, software component 
focusing on reading comprehension, vocabulary, fluency, and spelling, and independent reading. 
Students who participate in Read 180 must meet one or more of the school's criteria for entering 
the program, teacher and/or parent recommendations, WKCE test scores, and reading scores 
below grade level. What other types of reading programs exist for middle school students? 
Types of Adolescent Intervention Programs 
"Adolescent literacy intervention programs are those programs that (1) specifically target 
teachers of and/or students in middle and high school grades (Grades 4-12) who are reading 
significantly below grade level and (2) provide literacy instruction that is intended to increase 
achievement at a rate faster than average, allowing students to decrease or close the achievement 
gap between themselves and their normally achieving peers (Shanahan, 2005). Programs may be 
used in a classroom setting, with individuals, or pull out for daily small group intervention. The 
following is an overview of these general types of adolescent reading intervention programs. 
Classroom setting adolescent literacy interventions. Adolescent literacy intervention 
programs that take place in the classroom can otherwise be known as differentiated reading 
instruction. Simply stated, differentiated instruction allows each student to learn at the depth, 
complexity, and pace that is most beneficial to him or her (Coil, 2007). It is a rich and effective 
strategy to use when providing for the needs of all students, including those with special 
educational needs such as students with learning disabilities, gifted and talented students, and 
English language learners. Differentiation can take place in the classroom when teachers group 
students according to their reading ability and instruct them in a small group setting. Teachers 
begin where students are, not the front of a curriculum guide (Tomlinson, 1999). They accept 
and build upon the premise that learners differ in important ways. Text material is chosen to 
match the groups reading ability. Instruction is based on the needs of the child. At the beginning 
of a school year, assessments such as district assessments, Measures of Academic Progress 
(MAP), state test scores, and classroom checklists can be used to determine a student's literacy 
strengths and weaknesses. Students are grouped accordingly and teachers use their assessment 
results to instruct small groups. This is where the classroom adolescent literacy intervention 
takes place. Differentiated classrooms feel right to students who learn in different ways and at 
different rates and who bring to school different talents and interests (Tomlinson). 
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Individual adolescent literacy interventions. Individual adolescent literacy intervention 
programs can be used in two ways. Some teachers prefer to have struggling readers pulled out 
from their daily class schedule to work one-on-one with a certified reading teacher or specialist. 
Lots of time spent with an expert teacher like a reading teacher or specialist is a key component 
in improving reading in struggling readers (Morris, Ervin, & Conrad, 1996). Others use 
programs that students independently work on and set literacy goals in hopes to improve reading 
skills. These programs do not feature the teacher's expertise, so we are leaving students' learning 
up to chance (Fisher & Ivey, 2006). 
Pull out programs take struggling reading students from elective classes and place them 
with a Title I teacher or reading specialist to assist them on a daily basis in making reading gains. 
These teachers use supplemental materials or programs that textbook publishers create. Gander 
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Publishing Company publishes a program known as Lindamood-Bell. This intervention program 
uses computer software, Lips, Seeing Stars, and Visualizing and Verbalizing, to practice 
phonemic awareness, word recognition, and comprehension. Studies found Lindamood-Bell to 
be an effective remedial program for middle-grade students with poor reading skills (American 
Federation of Teachers, 1999). It also indicated that this approach can be used effectively with 
dyslexic and severely disabled poor readers of all ages (1999). 
Adolescent literacy intervention programs can also be done independently. One program 
that focuses on that is Accelerated Reader (AR) by Renaissance Learning. Students read books at 
their independent reading level and test their comprehension of the book by taking a 
computerized quiz. Each quiz awards a certain amount of points, which teachers like to use as 
goals for students. These goals then become motivation for the student to read. The assumption 
is that the more books students read, the better their reading will be (Shanaha, 2005). To assess 
their growth, teachers administer a STAR test, which gives the reader a grade level that he/she is 
reading at. 
Small-Group adolescent literacy interventions. The most commonly used intervention 
program for adolescents are those that involve a small group of 5 to 7 students who are pulled 
out of class daily to receive intense reading instruction by a Title I teacher or reading specialist. 
Houghton Mifflin publishes a program know as Soar to Success. The program uses an approach 
known as reciprocal teaching. This approach uses dialogue between the teacher and students 
where the student is taught how to use different strategies when reading, summarizing, 
clarifying, questioning, and predicting. Soar to Success supplies the students with books and 
student guides to answer questions. Good interventions should begin with reading, writing, 
listening to, and thinking about meaningful texts (Fisher & Ivey, 2006). There is strong evidence 
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that time spent reading separates good readers from poor readers (Allington, 2001). Interventions 
ought to include many opportunities for students to actually read (Fisher & Ivey, 2006). This is if 
schools want low achieving readers to become more like successful readers. 
Conclusion 
Read 180 is a ninety minute reading intervention program that uses a combination of all 
three adolescent interventions, classroom, individual, and small group. The program is taught 
five days a week by a reading teacher or specialist. During that time, students are committed to a 
very structured and intense reading program that focuses on improving student's weaknesses in 
literacy. 
With classroom setting adolescent literacy intervention, teachers differentiate to meet the 
needs of students in the classroom. Small group instruction takes place when a reading teacher or 
specialist removes small groups of students and focuses on their literacy needs. Read 180 
incorporates these concepts into its program. Instructors of the program differentiate by grouping 
students according to their literacy weaknesses and instructing them in the small group setting 
within the program. This is done by using the results from the Scholastic Reading Inventory 
(SRI), a software program that assesses the student's lexile level, and Scholastic Achievement 
Manager (SAM), which gives the instructor an outlook on each students strengths and 
weaknesses in comprehension, fluency, and spelling within the software component of Read 180. 
Once students are placed into appropriate groups, they are instructed by a highly qualified 
reading teacher, specialist, or certified educator for twenty-minutes a day. In comparison, this is 
very similar to what a regular classroom teacher does to differentiate in his/her own classroom. 
And it compares to a reading teacher who pulls small groups of students out of class to work on 
literacy skills. 
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Along with classroom differentiated instruction and small group instruction, students in 
Read 180 are also working independently. Read 180 software adjusts its program to meet the 
needs of each student. After taking the SRI test at the beginning, middle, and end of the year, the 
software automatically adjusts its program to the reading level of the student. This allows the 
student to work independently. Read 180 reading materials consist of many high interest low 
readability books for struggling readers. Students choose books at their independent reading 
level and complete worksheet activities that coincide with the reading material. In conclusion, 
Read 180 is a combination of all three adolescent intervention approaches taking place on a daily 
basis in a classroom instructed by a highly certified reading teacher or specialist. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 
Two years ago, Webb Middle School piloted the adolescent intervention program known 
as Read 180 with its eighth grade students. Today the program has expanded to sixth, seventh, 
and eighth grade. Now that the School District of Reedsburg faces some tight budget cuts, the 
stakeholders in this evaluation, Webb Middle School Administrators, are seeking to evaluate the 
outcomes of the reading program. The data collected will determine if the program will continue 
in the school. In this chapter, subject selection, instrumentation, procedure of data collection, 
data analysis, and limitations will be addressed. 
Subject Selection and Description 
Title I students from grades sixth, seventh, and eighth at Webb Middle School participate 
in the Read 180 program. Subjects to be evaluated were selected from the seventh grade Title I 
class because they were the middle of the three classes and had the most participants in Read 
180. Participation of the Title I students was based on teacher recommendation, attendance, 
behavior, and parent permission. Of the fifteen permission slips sent home, only four Title I 
students' forms were returned with parent signatures. The four students selected consisted of two 
boys and two girls who had a variety of difficulties in reading. Sldlls that were of challenge were 
comprehension, fluency, and spelling errors. The four seventh grade Title I students evaluated 
had below grade level reading scores, the lowest being a second grade reading level. 
Instrumentation 
Four forms of instrumentation were used to collect data for this evaluation, a survey, 
workshop skills tests, progress monitoring assessment, and a comprehensive management system 
known as Scholastic Achievement Manager (SAM) (Scholastic, 2005). The survey (Appendix A) 
was designed by the evaluator and given to the four 7th grade students by their Title I instructor. 
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It was designed to get feedback on how important reading was and what reading material was 
used by each of them. Secondly, a workshop skills test known as an rSkills Test, (Appendix B), 
was used to evaluate the outcome of comprehension in the small group setting. Each skills test 
was done independently with paper and pencil and given after every other workshop, for a total 
of three tests throughout the year. Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) (Scholastic, 2005) was 
used to determine the reading levels of each student. This computer generated test assesses 
students' reading levels, tracks students' reading growth over time, and helps guide instruction 
according to students' needs (Scholastic, 2009). The test is based on the Lexile Framework®. 
Kimberly Knutson, a test development and evaluation specialist for the School District of Palm 
Beach County, adds that the SRI focuses on the skills readers use when studying written 
materials sampled from various content area, skills such as referring to details in the passage, 
drawing conclusions, and making comparisons and generalizations. It uses passages that are 
typical of the materials students read both in and out of school and is designed to measure a 
reading ability with texts of increasing difficulty (2006). And finally, the comprehensive 
management system, SAM (Scholastic, 2005), was a form of instrumentation used to collect data 
on comprehension, fluency, and spelling from the software component of Read 180. The Read 
180 Software Manual states that SAM collects and organizes performance data students generate 
while using Scholastic programs, such as Read 180 and SRI (2005). This information allows 
teachers and administrators to manage student rosters, generate reports on student performance 
on comprehension, fluency, and spelling, and locate resources for instruction. 
Data Collection Procedures 
A ten question survey (Appendix A) was administered prior to and after the evaluation 
process. The workshop skills test (Appendix B) was given after each workshop was completed, 
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for a total of three assessments. To determine the reading levels of each student, SRI was given 
to all four i h grade students after first and second semester. And information on comprehension, 
fluency, and spelling scores were collected from SAM twice a year, following first and second 
semester. 
Data Analysis 
Qualitative data was collected from the survey (Appendix A) and summarized. The 
survey consisted of ten questions relating to how important reading was to the subjects evaluated 
and what types of reading interested them most. The summary compared the reading attitudes 
prior to the evaluation and after. Quantitative data was collected and analyzed in the form of 
percentages from small group and Read 180 software. The data collected from students' 
performance in small group consisted of test results from three paper assessments, rSkills tests 
(Appendix B), given throughout the evaluation period. Percentages on comprehension were 
gathered from all three exams. Data was also collected from the Read 180 software. The 
comprehensive management system, known as SAM, collected comprehension, fluency, 
spelling, and Lexile® scores twice during the evaluation period. Comprehension quizzes were 
given after each reading passage in the Read Zone. The results of the quizzes were averaged 
twice throughout the program evaluation. Word fluency scores were collected along with a list of 
the most common word recognition errors. Collection of spelling data consisted of percentages 
of words spelled correctly in spelling assessments and examples of most common spelling errors. 
Finally, Lexile® scores were retrieved from the computerized test known as Scholastic Reading 
Inventory (SRI). The test involves reading small passages of text and answering questions to 
evaluate comprehension. 
Chapter IV: Findings of the Evaluation Study 
Prior to 2007, Webb Middle School had no reading intervention programs for their 
struggling readers. Building principals and district administrators soon noticed a need for 
assistance with these adolescents. At the start of the 2007/2008 school year, the middle school 
piloted the Scholastic Read 180 program with a select few of 8th grade students. Because of the 
great success with the 8th grade class, building administrators decided to expand the program to 
its 6th and i h grade students. Currently, Webb Middle School utilizes the Read 180 program 
three periods a day with its 6th, 7th, and 8th grade struggling readers. Due to the tight constraints 
in the districts budget, the administrators are in need of an evaluation of the program to 
determine if it is to continue in the Webb Middle School building. The school district reading 
specialist was brought in to evaluate the students' outcomes from the Read 180 program. The 
following information shares the findings of the evaluation on a small group of four i h grade 
students. 
Small Group and Comprehension 
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Question one of the evaluation study was to what extent did small group instruction 
improve comprehension? This required the four seventh grade Title I students to participate in 
small group instruction five days a week for twenty minutes a day. During this time, the students 
were engaged in comprehension, vocabulary, and grammar reading activities. In order to collect 
data, the students completed three paper assessments throughout the year that covered the skills 
taught in small group. Information on comprehension was collected and results of the tests are as 
follows. 
Table 1 
Boys J Comprehension of Skills Test 
2008-2009 Academic Year 
Boys Test 1 
Dec., 2008 
Student A 70% 
Student D 90% 
Table 2 
Girls J Comprehension of Skills Test 






























Growth or Decline 
-10% 
-20% 
Table 2 and Table 3 share the results of the comprehension portion of the skills tests 
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taken three times during the evaluation process. The only improvement made was by Student A. 
This student improved comprehension by 20% while the other three students declined. Student B 
stayed steady throughout the assessments, but then dropped 10% with the final test. Student D 
made the least improvements, in fact there were only declines instead of growth. Between the 
girls and boys, the girls' comprehension scores declined, while only one of the two boys made 
gains. Overall, there was more decline than progress. 
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BUilding Self Esteem and Reading Enjoyment 
Question two of the evaluation was to what extent did independent reading build self-
esteem and enjoyment for reading? The four seventh grade students mentioned previously were 
asked to complete a reading survey at the beginning and end of the 2008/2009 academic school 
year. Questions on the survey (Appendix A) pertained to the enjoyment of reading, how often 
one read, and particular genres of interest. Qualitative data was collected from the survey to 
determine if there was improvement in the enjoyment of reading after participating in the Read 
180 program. The following survey questions were related to key question two. 
Question one: Are you a boy or a girl? The program evaluation consisted oftwo girls and 
two boys. 
Question two: How much do you enjoy reading? Table 3 shows that at the beginning of 
the year, three out of the four students marked "a little," 75%. One out of the four answered "not 
at all," 25%. When surveyed at the end of the year, Table 4, three out of the four students marked 
"very much" while one out of the four circled "a little." Overall, girls enjoyed reading more than 
boys in survey one and survey two. 
Table 3 
Survey 1 Responses to "How Much Do You Enjoy Reading? 1) 
Students "Not at all" "A little" "Very Much" 
Response Response Response 
Student A (boy) X 
Student B (girl) X 
Student C (girl) X 
Student D (boy) X 
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Table 4 
Survey 2 Responses to "How Much Do You Enjoy Reading?" 
Students "Not at all" "A little" "Very Much" 
Response Response Response 
Student A (boy) X 
Student B (girl) X 
Student C (girl) X 
Student D (boy) X 
Question three: On a scale of 1-10, how good a reader do you think you are? 50% of the 
students circled a five in the first survey. 25% circled a six. And another 25% circled a 4. At the 
end of the year, 75% of the four students circle eight, while 25% circled five. 
Table 5 
Boy's Responses to "On a Scale of 1-10, How Good a Reader Do You Think You Are?" 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Boys Survey 1 
Student A 5 









Girl's Responses to "On a Scale of 1-10, How Good a Reader Do You Think You Are? " 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Girls Survey 1 
Student B 5 









The above tables also show the difference between boys and girls and how good a reader 
they felt they were. The boys rated themselves in survey one at average to below average while 
the girls rated themselves at average to above average. All together, the girls' responses 
improved more than the boys in survey two. 
Question four: How often do you read outside of school? The first survey shared three 
out of the four students marked "never." One out of the four students marked "once or twice a 
week." The last survey concluded that all four students marked "once or twice a week." Table 7 
and Table 8 share the responses between boys and girls. 
Table 7 
Boys I Responses to "How Often Do You Read Outside of School? II 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Boys Survey 1 
Student A Never 
Student D Never 
Table 8 
Girls I Responses to "How Often Do You Read Outside of School? II 






Once or twice a 
week 
Survey 2 
Once or twice a 
week 
Once or twice a 
week 
Survey 2 
Once or twice a 
week 
Once or twice a 
week 
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Table 7 and Table 8 also compare the responses made by boys and girls. All of the boys 
never read outside of school when survey one was given at the beginning of the evaluation 
period. By the end of the evaluation, survey two shared that all the boys and even the girls read 
once or twice a week outside of school. 
Question five: Do you read enough? Table 9 and Table 10 shows that 75% of the students 
marked "no, but I would like to read more" in the first survey. 25% of the students evaluated 
marked "no, and I don't want to read more." The final survey showed that 75% of the four 
students marked "no, but I would like to read more." While 25% of the four marked "yes." 
Table 9 
Boys' Responses to "Do You Read Enough? " 





Girls' Responses to "Do You Read Enough?" 





No, but I would like to 
read more 
No, and I don't want to 
read more 
Survey 1 
No, but I would like to 
read more 
No, and I don't want to 
read more 
Survey 2 
No, but I would like to 
read more 
No, but I would like to 
read more 
Survey 2 




Table 9 and Table 10 also share that the girls felt they did not read enough but would like 
to read more. The boys were split between wanting to read more and not wanting to read more. 
In the end, both boys and girls improved their attitude towards reading more. Only one girl felt 
she read enough. 
Question six: What do you think about reading? All four students disagreed that reading 
was more for girls than boys in both the beginning and ending survey. All four students agreed in 
the first survey that reading was boring, but three out of the four changed their minds and 
disagreed by the end of the year. Three out of the four agreed in both surveys that reading was 
hard and very important. All agreed that it was difficult to find books of interest in the first 
survey. 50% disagreed that it was hard in the final survey. Nobody read outside of school in the 
beginning. All four students read outside of school by the end of the evaluation. All four students 
agreed in both surveys that they liked to go to the library. Table 11 illustrates this information. 
Table 11 
Boys' Responses to "What Do You ThinkAbout Reading?" 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Responses Survey 1 Survey 2 
Student A Student D Student A Student D 
Reading is more for girls than boys Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree 
Reading is boring Agree Agree Disagree Agree 
Reading is hard Agree Agree Agree Agree 
Reading is important Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 
It's difficult to find books that interest me Agree Agree Agree Agree 
I read outside of school Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
I like to go to the library Agree Agree Agree Agree 
Table 12 
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Girls' Responses to "What Do You Think About Reading?" 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Responses Survey 1 Survey 2 
StudentB Student C StudentB Student C 
Reading is more for girls than boys Disagree Disagree Disagree Disagree 
Reading is boring Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
Reading is hard Agree Disagree Agree Disagree 
Reading is important Agree Agree Agree Agree 
It's difficult to find books that interest me Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
I read outside of school Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
I like to go to the library Agree Agree Agree Agree 
Table 11 and Table 12 also illustrates that both boys and girls felt that reading was just as 
important to girls as it was to boys. After taking survey two, more girls than boys felt reading 
was not boring, that reading was important, and that it was not difficult to find books that they 
were interested in. By the end of the evaluation, both boys and girls read outside of school and 
liked to go to the library. 
Question seven: Which of the following do you read outside of class? Student A chose 
comics, magazines, and jokes in the first survey. Fiction, along with the first choices, was added 
to the last survey. Student B selected magazines and fiction in the first survey. The final survey 
consisted of magazines, fiction, and comics. Student C enjoys reading fiction, magazines, and 
jokes, according to the first survey. In the final survey, text messages were added. Finally, 
Student D read magazines only outside of class in the first survey. In the last survey, comics, 
jokes, and graphic novels were added. 
Table 13 
Responses to "Which a/the Following Do You Read Outside a/Class?" 
ifi Grade Student 
Student A (boy) 
Student B (girl) 
Student C (girl) 
Student D (boy) 



























Table 13 shares that between boys and girls, they both read magazines outside of class in 
both surveys. Overall, all the seventh grade Title I students added more genres to their list in 
survey 2. 
Question eight: What kind of fiction do you like to read? According to Table 14, Student 
A chose adventure and sports in the first survey. Comedy was added in the last. Student B 
selected adventure, animals, and romance for the first survey. Comedy and horror were added to 
Student B's last survey. Comedy and romance was Student C's choices in the first and last 
survey. Student D only chose sports for the first and then added horror to the last survey. 
Table 14 
Responses to "What Kind of Fiction Do You Like to Read? JI 
ih Grade Student 
Student A (boy) 
Student B (girl) 
Student C (girl) 
Student D (boy) 























Table 14 shares that both boys and girls added one or more pieces of fiction to their 
survey two list. The boys had sports fiction for both surveys. The girls did not. On both surveys 
the girls chose romance fiction. The boys did not. 
Question nine: Where do you like reading? 75% of the students surveyed enjoyed reading 
the most in the classroom, according to the first survey. The final survey shared that Student A, 
B, and C enjoyed reading in the classroom, at home, and the school library. Student D chose the 
classroom only. Table 15 includes more information on where each student liked reading. 
Table 15 
Responses to "Where Do You Like Reading? J! 
i h Grade Student Survey 1 Response 
Student A (boy) At home 
In the classroom 
Student B (girl) In the classroom 
Student C (girl) At home 
In the classroom 
Student D (boy) None 
Survey 2 Response 
At home 
In the classroom 
School library 
At home 
In the classroom 
School library 
At home 
In the classroom 
School library 
In the classroom 
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Table 15 shows that reading in the classroom was preferred by most of the students in the 
first survey. By the end of the evaluation everyone enjoyed reading in the classroom. All 
students added one or more extra places to read in survey two. 
Question ten: I would read more if. " The first survey shared that all four students would 
read more if they understood what they were reading, the books were shorter, and the subject 
more interesting in both survey one and two. In survey one all four students felt that teachers and 
parents didn't encourage them to read. At the end of the evaluation, only Student D felt his 
parents still didn't encourage him. Overall, both boys and girls had similar feelings on wanting to 
read more. No one stood apart from the other. 
Table 16 
Responses to "1 Would Read More If. .. !J 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Student 
Student A (boy) 
Student B (girl) 
Student C (girl) 
Student D (boy) 
Survey 1 Responses 
I understand what I am 
reading 
My teachers encourage me 
more 
I thought reading was easier 
My parents encourage me 
Books were shorter 
The subjects more interesting 
I enjoyed it 
I understand what I am 
reading 
My teachers encourage me 
more 
My parents encourage me 
Books were shorter 
The subjects more interesting 
I understand what I am 
reading 
My teachers encourage me 
more 
My parents encourage me 
Books were shorter 
The subjects more interesting 
I enjoyed it 
I understand what I am 
reading 
My teachers encourage me 
more 
I thought reading was easier 
My parents encourage me 
Books were shorter 
The subj ects more interesting 
Survey 2 Responses 
I understand what I am 
reading 
I thought reading was easier 
The books were shorter 
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The subjects more interesting 
I understand what I am 
reading 
I thought reading was easier 
The books were shorter 
The subjects more interesting 
I understand what I am 
reading 
Books were shorter 
The subjects more interesting 
I enjoyed it 
I understand what I am 
reading 
My parents encourage me 
Books were shorter 
The subjects more interesting. 
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Overall, the four seventh grade students evaluated increased their enjoyment of reading. 
By the end of the school year they felt that they had become better readers, read more outside of 
school, and thought reading was hard, but very important in life. Each student started the year 
with a small amount of genres they enjoyed reading, but clearly added one or two new genres to 
their list by the end. Finally, teachers and parents were a big factor in influencing them to read. 
Reading Zone and Comprehension 
Question three of the evaluation was to what extent did the Read Zone in the Read 180 
software program improve comprehension? Answering this question involved the same four 
Title I seventh grade students that participated in the Read 180 program for the 2008/2009 school 
year. During this time, these students worked on the software component known as the reading 
zone for approximately five minutes a day, seven days a week. Their task consisted of sixteen 
topics, which were viewed in video form and text passages, that the students' practiced reading 
and recording. Following the practice passages, each student completed a comprehension quiz 
reviewing the topics viewed and read. The results of the quizzes were averaged at the end of first 
and second semester. After a school year of participating in the Read Zone, reading 
comprehension scores were gathered and analyzed to see if literacy comprehension had increased 
while practicing in this zone. Table 17 and Table 18 shares the information collected. 
Table 17 
Boys J Comprehension Percentages in the Reading Zone 
2008-2009 Academic Year 
Boys Semester 1 Semester 2 
Student A 93% 90% 
Student D 71% 85% 
Table 18 
Girls J Comprehension Percentages in the Reading Zone 
2008-2009 Academic Year 
Girls Semester 1 Semester 2 
Student B 80% 90% 
Student C 85% 92% 
Percentage of 








Table 17 and Table 18 show the outcome of participating in the reading zone of the Read 
180 software component after both first and second semester. Three out of the four seventh 
graders increased in comprehension. The largest increase in comprehension was made by 
Student D. This student increased by 14%. Student A decreased by 3%. Overall, 75% of the 
students evaluated made adequate gains, which tells the evaluator that the Read Zone does 
improve reading comprehension. Along with individual results, the girls' total growth in 
comprehension after the evaluation was 17%, this was 6% higher than the boys. Both girls made 
adequate gains, while one out of the two boys did not. 
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Word Zone and Fluency 
Question four of the evaluation was to what extent did the word zone in the software 
program improve fluency? This portion of the Read 180 program evaluation involved the four 
seventh grade students and their time spent in the Word Zone software. Each day the students 
worked in this zone for five minutes. During this time they worked on activities that built word 
recognition and fluency. These activities consisted of reading and recording study words, 
matching words to their own recordings, comparing recordings to the program's recordings of 
the same word, and recognizing words in a timed activity. Word fluency results were collected 
first and second semester from Scholastic Achievement Manager (SAM) along with a list of the 
most common word recognition errors. Table 19 shares the results of the fluency scores. 
Table 19 
Boys' Fluency Scores in the Word Zone 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Boys Semester 1 
Student A 89% 









Girls' Fluency Scores in the Word Zone 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Girls Semester 1 
Student B 91% 





Growth or Decline 
+3% 
+5% 
The above tables show improvement in fluency with all students over the course of the 
evaluation period. Student C had the greatest improvement with a growth of 5%. The most 
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common errors for this student were in words with suffixes and multi-syllables. Next, Student B 
showed a 3% growth. Many word recognition errors for this student included words with 
phonograms and inflectional endings. The third student to improve in fluency was Student A 
with a 2% growth. Words with phonograms, other consonants, and inflectional endings were 
most commonly unrecognized by this student. Finally, Student D improved by 1 % in fluency. 
The most common word recognition errors were inflectional endings and base-change endings. 
Overall, the girls made greater improvement in comprehension than the boys. 
Spelling Zone 
Question five of the evaluation was to what extent did the Spelling Zone in the Read 180 
software program improve spelling? In this section of the software there were activities for the 
students to do to build spelling skills. A spelling pre-assessment was given to see which words 
could be spelled correctly and which words would be added to a student's study list. Activities 
for the study list included a clinic where the students got feedback as they practiced their spelling 
list and a proofreading activity that used their study words in sentences. The four seventh grade 
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students involved in this study did the spelling activities with words from their reading passages. 
To collect information on the outcomes of the Spelling Zone, data was retrieved halfway through 
the 2009/2010 year and at the end. The information collected consisted of percentages of words 
spelled correctly in spelling assessments and examples of most common spelling errors. The 
following tables share the results of words spelled correctly in assessments. 
Table 21 
Boys! Percentages in Spelling Assessments 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Boys Semester 1 
Student A 89% 
Student D 80% 
Table 22 
Girls! Percentages in Spelling Assessments 
2008-2009 Academic School Year 
Girls Semester 1 
Student B 85% 












Growth or Decline 
+4% 
+1% 
According to Table 21 and Table 22, three out of the four seventh grade students made 
improvements in the spelling assessments. Student B improved the most showing a 3% growth 
from semester one. Student's Band C improved as well, but Student D dropped in the 
assessments by 3%. Overall, the girls improved their spelling scores with a 5% increase while 
the boys made little to no increase at the end of the evaluation period. Along with the spelling 
assessment percentages, examples of misspelled words were identified. 
Student A: The most common spelling errors for Student A during the first semester were 
consonant blends, vowel omissions, vowel substitutions, and additions. By the end of second 
semester, improvements were made in the number of errors in vowel omissions, vowel 
substitutions, and additions. 
Student B: Student B struggled with consonant blends, reversal, additions, omissions, and 
spelling substitutions. At the end of second semester there was improvement in additions, 
omissions, and consonant blends. 
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Student C: Common misspelled words in semester one for Student C were omissions, 
reversals additions, consonant blends, and vowel omissions. By the end of second semester small 
gains were made with spelling errors. 
Student D: Student D showed not improvement in spelling errors. His spelling assessments 
decreased by the end of the evaluation. The most common spelling errors were in additions, 
omissions, consonant blends, reversals, and substitutions. 
Lexile® Levels 
To what extent did the Read 180 program improve Lexile® levels? Answering this 
question involved the same group of seventh grade students. These students began the Read 180 
program by taking a Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) assessment. This assessment is a 
computerized test that involves reading small passages of text and answering questions to 
evaluate comprehension. Once the test is complete, the computer collects the data and 
determines the Lexile® score or reading level of the child. To analyze these results, data was 
collected at the beginning of the 2008/2009 school year and again at the end to see if 
improvement in Lexiles® were made. The following tables share the results of the SRI 
assessment. 
Table 23 
Boys' Pre and Post Lexile ® Results 









Girls' Pre and Post Lexile ® Results 

























The above tables inform the evaluator of the growth the four seventh grade students made 
in Lexile® levels. According to Table 23 and 24, all four students made improvements in their 
reading levels. Student A made the most growth by increasing his level by 183 Lexiles®. This 
particular student started the year reading at approximately a mid first grade level and then 
ending at an early to mid second grade. Along with Student A, the other three students improved 
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greatly by increasing their reading level by almost one full year. Overall, the boys made a larger 
increase in Lexile® scores than the girls. 
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Chapter V: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Limitations 
Webb Middle School has been using the Scholastic Read 180 program for the last two 
years. The focus of the reading program is to improve comprehension, fluency, spelling, and 
Lexile® levels in struggling adolescent readers. To determine if the Read 180 program should 
continue and if it improves the previously mentioned reading skills in struggling readers, a 
yearlong evaluation was given to four seventh grade students. The following are the conclusions, 
recommendations, and limitations of the evaluation. 
Conclusions 
All four seventh grade Read 180 students were engaged in small group instruction, 
independent reading, and topic software five days a week, twenty minutes a day, with the 
exception of holidays and school events. The evaluator collected data concerning the 
comprehension results of the students from the software and small group instruction. After 
viewing the test score results, very little improvement in comprehension was made in small 
group practices. Test scores only improved with one student, while the others declined anywhere 
from 10% to 40%. The classroom consisted of two teachers. Small group instruction was lead by 
one of the two teachers everyday. If one taught one day, the other teacher taught the next. 
Switching teachers everyday makes this a possible challenge when learning for struggling 
readers. Consistency is important, even with the instructor. On the other hand, comprehension 
scores improved in 75% of the students assessed in the reading component of the software 
program. The students were on task and focused during the software portion of Read 180 making 
it easier to work and comprehend. 
On a daily basis, the four students participated in the independent reading segment of 
Read 180 for twenty minutes a day. Each student took a survey consisting often questions on 
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their attitude and enjoyment for reading prior to the evaluation and at the end. The survey was 
taken independently and was encouraged by instructors to be honest. After reading the survey, all 
four students improved in their enjoyment of reading, how good a reader they thought they were, 
how often they read outside of school, and if they read enough. Do all four students read every 
day? No, but by the end of the evaluation they were reading twice a week rather than never or 
twice a month. Along with the amount of reading taken place, the students added more reading 
genres to their list of outside reading. Overall, enjoyment, attitude towards reading, and selection 
of material read greatly improved. 
After analyzing data from the fluency assessment in the Word Zone of the Read 180 
program, fluency scores improved in all four students. The most common word recognition 
errors were inflectional endings and phonograms. Much of the fluency practice took place in the 
software and independent reading section of the program. Very little to no practice took place 
with an instructor during small group instruction. 
Did daily drill and practice of spelling words in the Read 180 software program increase 
spelling scores? The data collected shows that spelling assessments increased slightly by the end 
of the evaluation period in three out of the four students. After analyzing the examples of 
spelling errors, which were identified in the Spelling Zone section of the chapter titled "Findings 
of the Evaluation Study," it was brought to the evaluator's attention that many of the errors were 
the Same in all four students. Most common spelling error patterns were consonant blends, 
additions, omissions, and reversals. 90% of the spelling instruction was done on software. Only 
10% was done in small group with an instructor. 
Collecting data from the four seventh grade students' Lexile® scores showed that the 
greatest amount of improvement took place in this assessment. After taking the SRI at the end of 
the year, Lexile® levels showed that all the students evaluated increased their reading level by 
almost one full year, putting them one step closer to being proficient readers. 
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Finally, the evaluation allowed the examiner to observe the outcomes of Read 180 on 
boys and girls. Overall, the girls increased in many areas of the evaluation. Their total percentage 
of growth in comprehension while participating in the Read Zone was 17% while the boys 
totaled 11 %. The girls also increased their total fluency score in the Word Zone with an 8% 
increase throughout the 2008-2009 academic school year. This was 5% higher than the boys. 
And while the boys had a total 0% increase in spelling, the girls increased a total of 5%. The 
greatest increase in the evaluation was with Title I boys and their Lexile® scores. They had a 
total increase of 315 Lexiles® by the end of the evaluation. The girls had a total increase of 154 
Lexiles®. And finally, both boys and girls showed an increased interest in reading attitude. All 
of them enjoyed more genres by the end of the evaluation, read once or twice a week outside of 
school, and felt that they were becoming better readers. 
All of the participants in the Read 180 program evaluation were very pleased with their 
end results after participating in the program during the 2008/2009 academic school year. The 
findings of the evaluation concluded that this program is showing improvement in reading skills, 
reading attitude, and Lexile® scores. The students are seeing growth in fluency, spelling, and 
comprehension. Even though small group instruction showed little growth in comprehension, it 
did improve in the software component of the comprehension assessment. All the hard work on 
these skills throughout the year led each student to increase their Lexile® score. The girls 
showed an overall greater improvement in comprehension in the Read Zone, spelling, and 
fluency. And the greatest improvement was with the boys' Lexile® scores. Overall, it is a 
program that is showing positive outcomes for these struggling adolescent readers. 
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Recommendations 
It is recommended that Webb Middle School continue the Read 180 program. It is 
showing strength in improving reading skills in adolescent readers. Currently it is under the 
leadership of two instructors and should continue to meet daily with twenty minute rotations of 
topic software, independent reading, and small group instruction. Both boys and girls should read 
daily both in and out of school and select text that is at their readability and interest level. Along 
with this recommendation, spelling and fluency practice should be added more to small group 
instruction. And finally, building teachers, administrators, and parents should be informed twice 
a year on the outcomes of the program. 
Limitations 
One of the significant limitations to this study was the amount of interruptions the 
students faced during the evaluation period. Read 180 is to be instructed five days a week, 90 
minutes a day. Like all other schools in the state of Wisconsin, Webb Middle School has to 
interrupt their instruction time each fall to take the WKCE, which takes approximately two 
weeks. Locally, the students participate in an assessment known as Measures of Academic 
Progress (MAP). That involves another week of instruction time. Along with assessments, the 
students are faced with school assemblies, field trips, fire drills, awards days, and holidays. All 
these interruptions add up to many hours of time taken away from the program. 
Another limitation to the evaluation is the amount of Title I students who participated. 
The seventh grade class that was selected for the evaluation had fifteen students in the Read 180 
program. Of these fifteen students, only four returned signed permission slips to participate in the 




Webb Middle School's Title I program uses the reading intervention program called Read 
180. To determine if the program produces positive outcomes, an evaluation took place for the 
2008-2009 academic school year on four of its seventh grade Title I students. A reading interest 
survey and data from comprehension, fluency, spelling and Lexile® scores were collected to 
determine if gains were made in these adolescents' reading skills. After the evaluation process, 
the data analyzed shared that Read 180 was allowing these Title I students to make gains. 
Improvement was seen in comprehension of the software, spelling, fluency, Lexile® scores, and 
attitude towards reading. The outcomes of this evaluation indicated that Read 180 was successful 
and should continue at Webb Middle School. 
LEXILE and LEXILE FRAMEWORK are registered trademarks ofMetaMetrics, Inc. 
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Appendix A: Reading Survey 
What Do You Think About Reading? 
Please answer the following questions the best you can. 
1. Are you a: (Circle) Boy Girl 
2. How much do you enjoy reading? (Circle one only) 
Not at all A little Very much 
3. On a scale of 1-10, how good a reader do you think you are? (Circle one box only) 
Not a very good reader Average reader Excellent reader 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
4. How often do you read outside of school? (Check one box only) 
__ Everyday 
Once or twice a week 
Once or twice a month 
Never 
5. Do you read enough? (Check one) 
Yes 
__ No, but I would like to read more 
No, and I don't want to read more 
6. What do you think about reading? (Circle one for each) 
Reading is more for girls than boys Agree Disagree 
Reading is boring Agree Disagree 
Reading is hard Agree Disagree 
Reading is important Agree Disagree 
It's difficult to find books that interest me Agree Disagree 
I read outside of school Agree Disagree 
I like to go to the library Agree Disagree 
43 
Factual books __ Newspapers 
Comics Jokes 
__ Web sites __ Books on Tape 
__ Text messages __ Graphic Novels 
__ Magazines __ Plays 
__ Poetry E-mails 
Fiction 
8. What kind of fiction do you like to read? (Check as many as you like) 
Adventure __ Comedy 
Animals __ Poetry 
Crime Romance 
__ Horror/ghost War 
Realistic 
__ Sports 
I don't read fiction 
9. Where do you like reading? (Check as many as you like) 
At home __ Community library 
__ In your classroom __ Traveling 
__ School library Outside 
10. I would read more if: (Check as many as you like) 
I had more time 
__ I enjoyed it 
I understand what I am reading 
__ My teachers encourage me more 
__ I thought reading was easier 
__ My parents encourage me 
Books were shorter 
--
__ The subjects were interesting 
__ My friends read more 
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Appendix B: Sample ofrSkills Test 
rSkilis Test 1 a 
DIRECTIONS: This is a reading test. Follow the directions for each part of 
the test, and choose the best answer to each question. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
Sample A. Ken told his mother that he would be home late after school. 
He was going to a meeting of the science club. 
Where was Ken going after school? 
@ to the library 
u (B) to a game © 
to a meeting © 
to the park 
Sample B. The children in the playground were noisy. A 




See p. 146 
for scoring. Go on to the next page to begin the test. 
Comprehension 
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1 a, page 2 
Read this passage. Then answer questions 1-3 by filling in the circle next 
to the best answer. 
Foods From Many Nations 
The United States is a nation of immigrants. People from all over the 
globe'come here to live. They bring their traditions and recipes with them. They 
also bring their favorite foods. The traditional foods of the United States really 
come from around the world. 
New Americans move here every day. Some may change how they live to 
fit in. But many remember foods they ate back home. Many people bring 
recipes with them. They want to cook the meals they love, To do this, they 
need special foods. Stores have begun to sell those foods. Spices from Africa 
and fruits from South America all come to America's shores. 
People come here from all over the world. America is home to many 
different people and traditions. People from around the globe mix together. 
With all these traditions, America is also home to many different types of 
food. 
1. This passage is mainly about-
(A) choices at the supermarket. 
(§) food from all over the globe. 
© meeting new people. 
(0) eating food in the South. 
24} READ 180 rSkilis Tests J 
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Test 1a, page 3 
2. What does the passage say that immigrants brought with them? 
@ food from Korea 
(B) special foods from the store 
© recipes from home 
(D) ketchup and soda from the supermarket 
3. Based on the passage, which statement is true? 
@ Small stores are better than big ones. 
(B) Stores sell foods from different countries. (6) 
Stores are open all the time. (§) Stores are a 
great place to work. 
GOON 
Test 1 a, page 4 
Read this passage. Then answer questions 4 and 5 by filling in the circle 
next to the best answer. 
Flooding Changes Lives 
We need fresh water to stay alive. Rivers give us fl-esh water and also carry 
people, food and other things from one place to another. Many towns and 
cities -are built near rivers. But living near rivers can be dangerous. When rain 
or melting snow pours into a river, it may cause flooding. 
The Yangtze is a river in China. In 1931, the Yangtze flooded and over 
three million people died. The river flooded again in 1998. The flooding 
destroyed homes and factories and killed farm animals. Smaller floods are 
common. In fact, floods are the most common natural disaster. 
4. This passage is mostly about---, @) 
animals. (B) food. «;) people, (p) 
floods. 
5. What do rivers give us that we need to stay alive? (g) 
fresh water (B) farm animals (S) towns and cities (p) 
homes and factories 
26) READ 180 rSkilis Tests 
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Test 1 a, page 5 
Read this passage. Then answer questions 6-10 by filling in the circle next 
to the best answer. 
The Great Galveston Storm 
What is the worst natural disaster in U.S. history? Many people think it 
happened in 1900. That is when a big stonn hit Galveston, Texas. At least 
8,000 people died because of the storm. 
In those days, it was hard to predict the weather accurately. The Galveston 
storm came in from the Gulf of Mexico. It was not like other gulf st01111S, 
however. 
On Saturday, September 8, the wind was velY strong. Huge waves crashed 
onto the beach near the town of Galveston, which is on an island. Then a big 
ship broke free of its anchor. Wind and waves pushed the ship into some 
bridges. The bridges were crushed. Because of this, people could not escape. 
Soon, the ocean began to rise. It covered much of the town. Buildings were 
destroyed and people were s\vept out to sea. The storm only lasted two days, 
but it changed the town of Galveston forever. 
Percentages of Hurricanes in the U.S. (by Category) 
Category 2 
(9611 10 mph 
Category 1 
(74-95mph) 








6. What happened just after the ocean began to rise? 
(A) People were swept out to sea. 
(B) The storm lasted two days. 
© Water covered the town. 
@ Buildings were destroyed. 
7. What happened first? 
@ A ship broke free. 
(B) Huge waves crashed on the beach. © 
A strong wind blew, (p) The ocean rose. 
8. Which sentence from the passage has a sequence signal word! 
k 
@ Wind and waves pushed the ship into some bridges. 
(B) It was not like other storms, however. 
© Because of this, people could not escape. 
© Then a big ship broke free of its anchor. 
9. Which of these does the passage mention last? 
® The town was changed forever. 
(B) It is hard to predict weather. © 
Many people died in the storm. © 
People could not escape the island. 
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-(Test 1 a, page 6 
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Test 1 a, page 7 
10. Look at the graph on page 5. Which category of hurricane takes place 
least often? 
@ Category 1 
(B) Category 4 
© Category 2 
(D) Category 5 
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